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The Data Science Journal published its first issue in April 2002. It was a novel journal title for the 
time. Society was just beginning to recognize the potential of Jim Grey’s fourth paradigm of data-
intensive science (Hey et al. 2009). Francis ‘Jack’ Smith (2023), the journal’s first editor-in-chief, 
notes that CODATA’s Executive Board recognized that ‘this title might be misunderstood. However, 
the majority felt that it was up to CODATA to ensure that it became understood.’ Jack argues that 
over time the journal ‘did just that’. We agree that the journal has contributed substantially to the 
‘science of data’. We also find, now living in the fourth paradigm with ever more pervasive and 
invasive data and rapidly growing computing power, that ‘data science’ is being used to refer to 
many types of scientific and technical work unforeseen when the journal launched.

As one example, 2022 and 2023 saw the explosion of data-driven text and image generators. 
These generators combine machine learning and other artificial intelligence techniques with 
large scale training data sets. Some of the computational techniques used in these systems 
existed 20 years ago, if in earlier forms. But the use of massive training data taken from the 
public internet has enabled the new ML/AI-based text and image generators to become far 
more effective than their predecessors. The image used in the DSJ landing page for this special 
collection, shown in Figure 1, was generated by the https://www.craiyon.com/ image generator, 
based on the prompt ‘twenty years of data science’. Interestingly, all the images generated by 
craiyon and depai.org had a similar aesthetic suggesting something of a bias. Bias in training 
data is a known problem for these types of systems, and presents an important emerging 
challenge for data science going forward.

Figure 1 Auto-generated 
image from the prompt 
‘twenty years of data science’.
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In recognition of two dynamic decades of data science (however it may be conceived), we, the 
current editors-in-chief, seek to reopen the conversation on the core topics within data science 
– past, present, and future. This collection includes reflections and pragmatic considerations of 
past DSJ editors as well as more philosophical ideas from some forward-thinking scholars who 
engaged in a panel discussion on ‘20 Years of Data Science’ at International Data Week 2022.1

The collection provides insight on the evolving definition of the field as well as some of the 
pragmatic considerations for fostering a formal discussion of a very dynamic discipline. Overall, 
the term ‘data science’ remains contested and ill-defined. The essays in this collection provide 
insight at a time when the topic has advanced enough to draw lessons for the next 20 years.

Matthew Mayernik (2023) provides an overarching context with a review he initially drafted 
before we conceived of this collection. He takes a long-term view that contrasts the evolution 
of data science and information science. He presents data science as an ‘interdiscipline’ 
and illustrates how that raises challenges. Interdisciplinarity inherently includes multiple 
perspectives, and interdisciplinarity has always been a focus for the journal. All the former 
editors make this point, and it is currently captured in the journal scope by requiring submissions 
to ‘generalise their significance.’2

Lindsay Poirier (2023) subtly challenges this view. She suggests that data scientists often 
(falsely) consider themselves somehow neutral or above the fray of disciplinary culture and 
action. She argues that while we consider the cultures of other disciplines, we need to confront 
our own culture with ‘thick description’ of culture and study of ‘data ethnography’. In short, 
Mayernik and Poirier both argue for more critical introspection of the field. Sarah Callaghan 
(2023) illustrates the consequences of myopia well with a story of ‘data scientists’ presenting 
unhelpful, sophomoric analysis of COVID-19 data early in the pandemic.

Lili Zhang (2023) understands this critique and proposes ideas to challenge any detachment or 
complacency in the field. She reviews past practice and urges the community to question basic 
concepts like infrastructure, technology, and education to take them to the next level of actual 
engaged implementation.

John Rumble (2023), the CODATA President when DSJ began, describes the central motivators 
for launching the journal. He notes how this communication venue is especially needed for 
discussions of scientific and research data: ‘The scientific data community requires more from 
data science than other communities’. This provocative statement reinforces the self-critical 
ideas from the other contributors. Many of the issues considered in DSJ (preservation, policy, 
ethics, reproducibility, quality, etc.) receive less emphasis within data science work focused on 
business and economic concerns or basic algorithmic advances.

Sarah Callaghan (2023) discusses how she has considered three audiences in her career as an 
editor in data science: ‘the computer and data scientists with the cool new algorithms, but not 
necessarily the good quality data or real world problems on which to test these solutions; the 
data-intensive domain researchers with the well-described data and real world problems, who 
would quite like to see these new techniques; and the data stewards and engineers, who build 
the infrastructure and agree the policies to allow data science work to be done.’ DSJ considers 
all of these audiences, and given its relationship with CODATA, focuses on the last. The journal 
is grounded in the pragmatics of data scientists doing their day job while finding ways to share 
both the abstract and practical lessons they learn with their colleagues. As Sarah notes, ‘It 
doesn’t really matter what domain the data come from, but it does matter how the data are 
treated. And perhaps, more importantly, how the people behind the data are treated.’

The nature of data science will continue to change, but the evolution of the field is driven 
by those involved. A casual review of DSJ’s publications over the years suggests that we 
have gradually added layers of abstraction and grapple now with more social concerns than 
technical concerns. The two most-cited papers in the journal over the long-term and most 
recently consider issues of data quality and data sovereignty (Cai and Zhu 2015; Carroll et al. 
2020) – two very contextual issues.

1 https://www.scidatacon.org/IDW-2022/sessions/392/.

2 https://datascience.codata.org/about.
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Ultimately it appears that the term ‘data science’ will remain contested and ill-defined, 
especially with the growth of generative AI and other data-intensive endeavors, but the focus 
of DSJ remains relevant. The provenance, ethics, and contextual understanding of data will 
always underpin good science and scholarship.

We encourage discussion of these and related issues in contributions to this special collection, 
to the journal at large, and within the overall professional conversation around data science.
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